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he fog is beginning to clear as the
temperatures rise toward the right side
of zero, revealing the nondescript French
countryside through which I am carving
nonchalantly; nine hours on the road the
previous day, and an early start to follow,
my eyes are still adjusting to the myriad
of shades of winter grey that drift in and out of view.
Eventually, as my sat nav prods me into life by
revealing my destination is upcoming, a set of equally
unremarkable green gates signals my arrival at the
Lurcy-Lévis circuit, situated in the rural Auvergne region
in central France.
Despite the modest surroundings, the little airstripcum-test-circuit has seen its share of world-class
machinery, evidenced by the multitude of colourbleached photographs hanging in the tiny upstairs
briefing room featuring names of the likes of Hakkinen,
Belmondo and Comas in various states of being either
within, or somewhere near, their Formula 1 test chariots.
They cut a strange figure. World class grand prix
teams running the very same cars that would feature
on the global stage, snapshots of a bygone era that
would be unheard of in modern day realms of simulated
test programmes, yet today, as I find a space among a
smattering of cars off to the side of the car park, I’m
met with the modern-day equivalent of those fanciful
glory days.
Silhouetted against the semi-tamed surroundings,
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a crisp white transporter adorns the paddock area,
angular awning outstretched alongside, buzzing with
a team of uniform-clad, earphone-wearing engineers.
The wave of excitement is palpable; just the same as
the cutting edge of motorsport once graced the subtle
circuit, the very forefront of motorsport technology has
once again landed among the farmhouses of LurcyLévis.
The duo of imposing cars, while to the untrained
eye resemble conventional modern Le Mans prototype
technology, signal a revolutionary step forward in the
future of competitive motorsport. Far removed from the
familiar propulsion of petrol or diesel, the bodywork
strips back to reveal perhaps the most exciting
development in motorsport for decades - hydrogen
power.
I’m met immediately, and enthusiastically, by
Francois Granet, the public driving force behind Green
GT and their clean technology initiative, and he escorts
me excitedly over to see the cars as they lay exposed,
one more than the other, as it gets attended to after a
camera-friendly photocall run around the greasy rainspattered circuit.
Both machines, their initial 2018 iteration dubbed
the LMPH2G, and their massively improved latest
prototype the H24, although modest in their design,
resemble the biggest step forward for sustainable
motorsport for decades. Adorned with a Plastic
Omnium-pioneered carbon composite pressurised

hydrogen fuel cell capable of containing up to 700 bar
of pressure, the first version of the technology pumps
out up to 653hp, driven through electric power, and
although the original sits pretty at a hefty 1420kg,
the renewed second coming is an astronomical step
forward; further refined delivery of power, and a
reduction of a massive 450kg in weight bring the
H24 a rural-French-country-mile ahead of its original
counterpart. The third iteration is very much in the
works, and promises to be a totally bespoke chassis,
further refining the packaging and balance of the car to
mark another milestone in clean energy development.
Shadowing the second of the cars with eager eyes,
and speaking to the now-assembled small cohort of
French journalists and guests, Team Manager Pierre-Lou
Fleury explains the technology with eagerness.
His eagerness, while delightfully expressive, is not
met with my comprehension however, as my French is at
best ‘limité’, and so my first meeting with H24 project
development driver Stephané Richelmi is as translator
for the complex engineering rundown.
He explains; “The technology is very exciting. The
airbox above the cockpit collects the air, which is
then combined with the hydrogen in the fuel cell to
encourage a chemical reaction. This creates energy,
which fuels the battery, and feeds charge into the
battery to then propel the car. The only byproduct, or
waste, is water.”
Monegasque Richelmi, whose experience ranges
from Formula Renault 3.5 and GP2 to the World
Endurance Championship, details his own excitement.
“The step between the two cars is incredible, already,
after only two years of development. I have been

involved for only one year, and have done most of
my driving with the newer car. To drive, it’s not that
different from a conventional endurance car - it still has
four wheels and a steering wheel - but, no gearbox,
which is a big difference under braking, as we don’t
have the gears to use to downshift and help slow the
car down. With a gearbox we can use the gears to
make the car less nervous, but we don’t have this kind
of tool in the H24, but for the rest, it’s like a big go-kart
with a lot less sound!”
However, this is where the similarities between
traditional ideology and modern technology deviate.
“I’m busy in other ways over a lap. Exiting the corner,
the car is powered by both the battery and the fuel cell,
but as soon as we can we cut the battery, otherwise it
will drain quickly. To maximise the power over one lap,
as well as for a race, you need to strategise how the
energy is used.
“However it’s exciting, it’s like driving a laboratory,
they can do anything and go anywhere with the
direction of the car which is great compared to a
conventional car, you’re finding seconds with this
new technology whereas conventional cars are at the
limit of their development capabilities. The evolution
has been huge, and the opportunity to develop the
technology with such wide possibilities, not restricted
by traditional rules in a championship, is incredible.”
His eloquently condensed technical briefing makes
way to a wider awareness of the gravity of the project;
flanked by MissionH24 Team Principal Jean-Michel
Bouresche and Director of Innovation Bernard Niclot,
as well as representatives from the French governing
body Automobile Club de l’Ouest, the weight of
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THE AURA OF EXCITEMENT IN THE AIR, HELPED BY THE BRIGHT-EYED
CONVERSATIONS, IS ALMOST TANGIBLE
motorsport might is in situ to witness the cutting-edge
project in action.
Niclot, an experienced senior member of the ACO
and project leader for the new Hydrogen-powered
H2 category, is himself vibrantly excited about the
development. “The most exciting thing about this
category is not only how the project will develop for
motorsport, but also how it will develop to be used
in a wider global context for sustainability and green
technology,” he quips enthusiastically.
“We are making plans for the new category, which
is aimed at competition, but still with keeping costs
down in mind. There are already nine teams that have
expressed interest in the new category for 2025, and
the teams will have to develop their own fuel cells and
hydrogen technology. However, we are also developing
standardised parts, which will help to keep the costs
down while keeping the competition sustainable and
healthy.
“Of course, one of the biggest challenges is weight.
To be competitive you need to bring the weight down,
and with the materials needed to keep 700 bar of
Hydrogen on board, physics can only be pushed so
far so we need robust materials, and this comes at the
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expense of lightness. In developing this, however, we
are seeing big steps forward.”
He continues passionately. “It’s incredible to see
the progress, and be a part of it, in the car as well as
the refuelling systems. Motorsport has always been at
the forefront of mobility technology development, and
as with the case of the turbocharger being developed
through racing from being really quite poor technology
in the 1970s to being widely used today for efficiency,
exploring how this new green hydrogen technology will
be implemented in the real world going into the future.”
The aura of excitement in the air, helped by the
bright-eyed conversations, is almost tangible. Not least,
it must be said, because I will have an opportunity
that very few journalists, indeed people, have had the
chance to do - get to drive the LMPH2G.
I’m encouraged to first, however, take an eye test
on site, and was introduced to the revolutionary digital
optometry tools that MissionH24 partners Essilor
have been pioneering. I was examined using the latest
technology in eye analysis, and after adequately
passing the exam via a realm of exceptionally
impressive hardware and software, I was cleared to
take to the circuit.
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MILLER GETTING OUT ON
TRACK IN THE MISSION H24
CAR.

Faben Boukla
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Having changed into my suit, and with helmet in
hand, my mind is automatically transitioning from
‘journalist’ to ‘driver’, almost akin to (but not as
dramatic as) the cartoon-like image of Clark Kent
exiting the phone box as Superman. I grill Stephané
on the finer technical points of driving the prototype,
and two decades of racing experience begin to bubble
to the surface, as notions of brake pressure, steering
feel and minute seat-of-the-pants sensory changes in
trajectory begin to take precedence.
Stephané is first in the driver’s seat, and takes me for
a couple of swift laps of the Lurcy-Lévis circuit.
“You have to be more aware of the braking, as
you don’t have that safeguard of gears, and with the
weight, you have to make sure you are sensitive to
that,” he tells me, muffled voice elevated over the
jet-engine-like whine of the propulsion system, as we
approach 260kph at the end of the airstrip segment
of the circuit which, if you imagined hard enough with
the amalgamation of speed and sound, could trick your
mind into being prepared for imminent take off.
He brakes hard at 200 meters, conservatively for the
dry, but in the wet, the rear makes its bid for freedom as
we turn in. A quick correction and we are right again.
“You can get on the throttle early, the battery is still
cold so it isn’t at full power so you can make amends
with some early throttle”, he muffles once more as we
rocket out of the end corner.

Although there isn’t much change from one-and-ahalf tonnes of weight, the car’s grip is impressive for a
first-generation prototype.
We end the lap in a flurry of oversteer, and Stephané
steps out, handing over the reins to a somewhat focusriddled version of me.
Stepping into the car is like being transported into
another realm. Although the newer version has its’
battery situated in the passenger side for better weight
distribution, the original iteration’s passenger seat now
has a stoic Stephané Richelmi being bolted in, no doubt
wondering just what to make of the unfamiliar set of
race gear being strapped into the drivers’ seat. As the
belts are tightened almost to the point of rendering
any future plans for children useless, Stephané talks me
through the sequence to get the car running.
First, the battery is turned on, then, the hydrogen
cell, all in various stages within a sequence
demonstrated by a colour-coded array or lights on a
simply-labelled dash. He explains what each gauge
symbolises on the small screen mounted just above the
driver’s line of sight to the left; battery temperature,
rate of charge, the level of the fuel cell, and the
appropriate steering wheel controls to manage and
monitor all the parameters that make up the car’s
systems. The paddles, traditionally set for gears, are
for adjusting the battery to control temperature. The
right hand wheel adjustment above the thumb sets the
traction control. It becomes very clear, very quickly, that
this is an altogether different form of motorsport.
My attention is diverted by the sound of the driver’s
door being lowered, in a way that Tom Cruise would
have been familiar with in Top Gun, and the sound of
the systems booting up to full capacity is punctuated
by Stephané - “Okay! All good. Off you go!”
Despite the alien nature of the car, surprisingly,
it feels right at home. The seat position is ideal, with
Stephané and I sharing the same space on the height
chart, and with a gentle squeeze of the throttle, the
electric whir starts to wind up.
The throttle feels pliable; the power is not yet at
full potential, but it’s linear, as well as responsive. The
steering is light enough to turn smoothly yet the feel
is positive. After a few turns, the racing head is in full
flow. We burst onto the back straight and the torque
builds; although the battery is still at 60% power, the
acceleration is fierce. The smoothness of the torque is
glorious; without gears, the curve is progressive under
foot.
We approach the braking zone at the end of the
back stretch, hard on the brakes a little early as the feel
dials in, and the car responds. The weight is noticeable,
as the car once again protests against my attempts to
arrest the inertia, a little adjustment to bring the bias
forward and the car behaves itself once again.
Stephané gives me subtle hand signals in the early
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corners, to point out where to accelerate, where to
brake and where to look, but soon they melt away to
the occasional thumbs up. Every corner the confidence
builds, and the terminal speed rises. By the second
lap, the movements of the car are read more by the
backside than the frontal lobe, and the car begins to
dance predictably; a snatch of opposite lock as the
rears attempt to flee under heavy braking, the balance
of the car protesting politely against physics. The
LMPH2G is as easy to read as the end result of the eye
tests done an hour prior. The final lap blurs past all too
quickly, as a silent Stephané is forgotten momentarily,
veiled by concentration and exploring the limits of
adhesion in a machine that already feels as familiar as
your favourite Auntie.
An index finger enters my peripherals, gesturing
toward the pit entry racing up ahead of us. All too
soon, it’s time to come in.
We roll to a halt, as the right buttons are pressed to
wind the car down. A plume of water vapour follows
us in, and few could be forgiven for expecting Marty
and the Doc to step out from the cockpit; instead, a
French racing veteran, and an Australian counterpart.
As to who was who in their movie roles, that’s open to
debate.
“The car is very, very easy to drive”, Stephané
reflects as the helmets come off. “Very predictable
as you see, but the battery still has another 30 or 40
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steadily developing over the last decade, but with the
MissionH24 programme extending the limits of what is
possible every day, the everyday use of the materials
for both efficiency and durability has rapidly progressed
from futuristic science fiction, to a viable and
reliable alternative to the traditional duo of internal
combustion and electric power.
Trudging out of the transporter, I met face to face
with Vincent Lavigne, head of external communication
for Plastic Omnium’s clean energy system division,
who was eyeing over proceedings with composed
adulation. He beams as he describes his involvement.
“We are really excited to be developing the technology
in partnership with MissionH24 for motorsport; it’s a
laboratory of innovation, and the objective is to apply
what we learn with this project to standardise the
results and apply it to passenger cars for a day-to-day
basis.
“The high pressure storage storage has been the
biggest challenge, specifically the high pressure and
depressurisation management during the refuelling,
and the temperature. You’re faced with a lot of fuelling
and defueling, many times in a very short time, and
the exchange of pressure and
temperature is a big challenge
because it’s still brand new.
Most of the improvements have
been through the weight of the
materials and the technology
used to make them; initially the
tanks were metal, but the latest
developments have made use
of a composite tank, with a
thermoplastic inner layer and
carbon fibre and fibreglass webbing on the exterior,
which has made the newer tanks 40 percent lighter.”
The car by now has been wheeled back to the
transporter as checks post run are being made.
Patiently standing at the nose of the car is Aurelien
Mallet, a name few in traditional motorsport circles
will know, but who represents the humanoid version
of the cutting edge future poignantly taking its place
under the awning. A five time world e-sports champion,
Aurelien is here to get a first hand sample of genuine
real world machinery. He shifts his weight from leg to
leg as he looks on eagerly.
“My experience in the real world is very limited, so
it’ll be quite an experience. I’m just looking forward to
getting in and having fun. The g-forces compared to
the sim will be very different, and it doesn’t have engine
braking so that will take some getting used to.”
Aurelien will be next in the car. Or would have
been; the engineers address the systems on the car
after finding an anomaly, and as the light fades, so too
does poor Aurelien’s chance to step behind the wheel.
Fortunately for him, he will have the following day to
make amends.

“THIS IS THE FUTRE
OF MOTOSPORT, SO FOR MY
CAREER, IT WILL NEED TO BE
IN CARS LIKE THIS TO MOVE
FORWARD”
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percent to go, the conditions aren’t warm enough right
now to really get the most out of it, but, you’ve seen
now, it’s very easy to steer, before you have to start
playing with the energy!”
Indeed, the ease at which the car felt at home was
surprising. Although the car was totally unique, the
power plant behind you becomes a tool that you’re
only too happy to use. The drama is largely in the way
the car moves around, lacking any symphony of 10
pistons trying to evacuate from a metal case behind
you, and yet the absence of this traditional choir
of combustion you have a sound akin to a Learjet
approaching final take-off. It’s strangely mesmerising.
Still coursing with adrenaline, I make my way to
the team’s truck, where I find a horizontal Norman
Nato taking five. Feeling a bit worse for wear post
vaccine booster, he had handed the day’s reins over to
Stephané, but as I sat down opposite him, he came to
life when describing his role in the project.
“It’s a different challenge and it’s a new type of
thing to learn, because to get the most out of the car is
very complex. The first time at the factory I was having
the systems explained to me and I had to stop them
and say okay, guys, I am lost! To
learn though it has been very
interesting, and the experience
for me in LMP2 and Formula E
has really helped to understand
the H24 more, you have a lot
of things to manage in both of
those, and it’s helped to really
start to get the most out of this
car.
“What I like with this
technology is that there is a lot more to do than just
pure driving. I love to drive to the limits of a car, but for
me as well, technical things are what I like, so to use
that to try and gain some tenths in a different way is
fun. We are looking for seconds at the moment but in
a few years, we will be looking for two or three tenths,
and it won’t be from braking a few metres later, it will
be from managing the battery temperatures, the fuel
cell, and using the tools you have available to be the
fastest. It’s still really new so we are learning to adapt.”
He shifts more upright in his seat, the conversation
steered by his newfound energy, and he reflects on the
future of the technology.
“This is the future of motorsport, so for my career, it
will need to be in cars like this to move forward. Being
involved with something like this is the cutting edge
of the future and it’s great to be at the front of this
technology. It’s still being seen where this development
will go in years to come but I didn’t want to miss being
a part of what looks like the future for motorsport.”
The technology, indeed, although new to
motorsport, has been in development for some time for
the domestic market. Hydrogen propulsion has been
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The future for the team looks increasingly bright; the
heavy support from green energy partners including
Michelin, who are developing efficient and recyclable
tyres for the cars, and Total Energies, endorsement from
the ACO, and the addition of another name driver
in ex-McLaren pilot Stoffel Vandoorne, the goal of
reaching Le Mans for 2025 is well on track.
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However bright the team’s future may be, the
remaining illumination of the damp and overcast day
begins to dip into shades of purple, and although the
engineers tinker tirelessly, the rest of the assembled
cohort trickle their way towards their various homes.
Climbing into my own car, with a cheery wave
from many of the team, I swing between the now

much more poignant green gates and head similarly
towards the stay for the night in Sancoins, just fifteen
minutes up the road, with a head full of reflection. The
image of the two cars laying blissfully idle alongside
the transporter, graced by the anonymous Lurcy-Lévis
backdrop, burns its’ final seconds into my line of sight
before disappearing in the rear view mirror; and like the

world-renowned Formula One teams before them, the
MissionH24’s fantastically futuristic, technologically
groundbreaking mark has been left on the tiny circuit.
A far cry from when the car will find its way to Le Mans
in just a few short years, but, a no less noteworthily
historic chapter in the future of motorsport.
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